Job Application Form
and
Information Kit

Dear Applicant
Thank you for your interest in applying for a position with MDSI.
The accompanying package, which contains our Job Application form, is intended to help you
prepare your application by providing you with information about the Centre and the procedures for
applying for advertised positions. Please read through this material before completing your
application.
Please ensure that your application is received no later than the advertised closing date at the
address given in the advertisement.
With thanks

Human Resources

Macarthur Diversity Services Initiative
Level 3, 171-179 Queen Street Campbelltown, NSW, 2560.
Postal Address PO Box 525, Campbelltown, NSW 2560. Telephone 02 4627 1188. Facsimile 02 4628 6068.
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APPLICANT’S INFORMATION KIT
CONTENTS


What the Macarthur Diversity Service Initiative does:Our Mission Macarthur Diversity Services Initiative provides practical assistance and
services for relief of poverty, distress and misfortune to disadvantaged and marginalised
people in the Macarthur region, especially to refugees and those from a culturally and
linguistically diverse background.
Manifesto “MDSI believes in a world where people matter, communities are connected and
everyone is accepted. We believe this is possible through education and participation of
community members using our diverse cultural expertise. We ensure we have professional
and multi-skilled staff, volunteers and board members who deliver the highest service
quality in empowering and creative ways. We do this with respect, trust, open
communication, collaboration and courage. We say no to projects and partnerships that do
not follow these values. We hold ourselves accountable to these values so MDSI and our
community members can thrive.”
MDSI is a registered, not-for-profit charity that offers practical help and support services to
the disadvantaged and marginalised. MDSI seeks to ensure that our organisation and our
services are relevant and accessible. Based on an integrated service delivery system
MDSI’s programs are specifically tailored through five broad service areas: children, youth,
family, aged and disability.
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Job Application Checklist
Please ensure that you use this checklist to ensure that you have completed all sections of your
job application and that you have attached all of the required documents. Please include this
checklist once you have completed your job application.
Pages five and six of the job application provide you with a guide for writing your application.
(Tick the boxes)
Have you shown

□
□
□

The name of the position/s you are applying for;
Your name and postal address;
A daytime contact number and contact address;

Have you attached

□
□
□
□

A completed, and signed, Job Application Form?
A statement/s explaining how you meet the Selection Criteria of the
position, and the common selection criteria?
An up to date resume?
Certified photocopies of your qualification/s (where necessary), and, if
born outside Australia/New Zealand, proof of permanent Residency,
citizenship, or proof of your legal entitlement to work in Australia?
(See the table below, for the required certified true copies that are
required as proof of your eligibility to work in Australia).

Status

Documentation

Proof of Australian citizenship

Australian Citizenship Certificate
Australian Passport

Proof of Permanent Residence
(Foreign Nationals)

Foreign Passport with visa stamp or labels
Indicating permanent residency
Certificate of Evidence of Resident Status
Issued by Department of Immigration and Ethnic and
Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA)

Proof of Temporary Residence
(Foreign Nationals)

Foreign Passport with visa stamps or labels indicating
person’s right to work in Australia

New Zealander’s
(New Zealander’s have an unrestricted right
to stay and work in Australia)

New Zealand Passport
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Equal Employment Opportunity
MDSI is an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Employer or fair employment practice. As such we

are committed to these principles and to ensuring that our recruitment policy and selection
processes are fair and non-discriminatory. EEO ensures that MDSI human resource
management activities are based on the merit principle as well as the recognition of the
potential of all staff.
This means that there will be no discrimination in:
(a)
(c)
(e)

The way the job is advertised
(b)
Interviewing process
access to training and development
(d)
recruitment on merit
a working environment free of harassment and discrimination

Responsibility for monitoring the policy lies with the Board of Management in conjunction with
the Chief Executive Officer. The law recognises that certain positions are best fulfilled or can
only be fulfilled by a person of a particular background, race, sex or age. The requirement for
a person to be of a particular background, race, age, sex is called a Genuine Occupational
Qualification (GOQ). Under this, it is possible to claim GOQ for jobs providing a service
targeted to people of a particular background, race, age or sex. This job must involve direct
contact with consumers and the Centre must be able to justify why such a person is required.
For example:


An Arabic Project Worker to improve access to the legal system for members of the Arabic
speaking community (Race is considered to be a GOQ)
NESB community worker working with newly arrived migrants from NESB (Race is not considered
to be a GOQ)

Such exemptions do not need to be applied for from the ADB to advertise where background,
race, sex, or age is a GOQ, they are exempted under Section 14 race, Section 21 sex, Section
49 age, of the Anti-Discrimination Act.
All employees have a role in the implementation of Equal Employment Opportunity Principals.
They are required to be familiar with the EEO requirements of their own position/s and are to
ensure fair treatment of other colleagues. Diversity at all levels of the workforce increases the
responsiveness of decision makers to the needs of the larger society, particularly those of
racial or ethnic minority groups, women and people with a disability.
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Guide for Job Applicants
We offer jobs to people on the basis of merit. The applicant considered to be the most capable of
doing the job is selected. To decide this, we will look at your qualifications, experience, skills,
standard of work and any personal qualities relevant to the advertised position. Choosing the
best person for the job is part of our policy of equal employment opportunity.
The advertisement gives the name of a contact person, they will be able to provide you
information about the job. The advertisement also gives the selection criteria that you are to
address. The interview panel cannot overlook any of the selection criteria, so if you do not
address these, by explaining how you meet each of the criterion, your application is unlikely to
be further considered.
Writing your application


First you should fill in the MDSI Job Application including the Prohibited Employment
Declaration and the Employment Screening Consent.



Write a statement about how you meet the Selection Criteria for the position. Page 9 of the
MDSI Job Application gives you a brief guide on how to address selection criteria.



Include an up to date Resume. You should also tell us what type of work, including voluntary
or unpaid work, you have done in the past, what organisations you have worked for, the
period you were employed, the kind of work you did, your skills and what your responsibilities
were.



If Qualifications are a requirement of the position (see advertisement), please submit
photocopies of your academic transcript/qualification. These photocopies should be signed
by a Justice of the Peace. If your qualifications are from overseas, you should include any
English translations, or statements of Australian equivalence, or recognition, and any
relevant academic transcripts.
NOTE – By submitting this Job Application, you are giving MDSI permission to verify with
your training provider that your stated ‘academic qualifications’ and valid.



Provide the names and phone numbers of Two Referees (at least one referee should be a
recent supervisor/manager). Also tell us how you know each of your referees, for example, is
the referee your current supervisor/manager or a co-worker, past manager etc.? Your
referees should know about the type of job you are applying for, as they may be contacted
by our interview panel to verify information that you may have provided about your work
history.

Sending your Application
You should make sure that you send your application with plenty of time, so that it reaches us by
the advertised closing date, as late applications will not be accepted.
Attending an Interview
If you are selected for an interview, you will be contacted to advise you when, and where the
interview will be held. Generally, you will be told at least 3 working days beforehand. You may be
asked to bring a portfolio or samples of your previous work. You may also be asked to undergo a
test to demonstrate any particular skills that may be required for the job.
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Addressing the Selection Criteria
To help us to assess your claim for the advertised position, please take some time to
explain how your experience, skills, knowledge and personal qualities address the criteria
of the position. Use examples, and include formal qualifications and industry experiences.
The best way to set out your claim for the position is to list every SELECTION criterion as
a heading. Then, under each heading clearly explain how you meet that criterion. You can
write a few paragraphs on each criterion, or write in point form. Please do not assume that
we know you can do something, you need to tell us.
You also need to describe what you can do and how you do it. This could be in a past job
or in your current job. The important thing is for you to try and gain an interview. The best
way for this to occur, is for you to demonstrate your skills and experience to us in your job
application. You should address all of the selection criteria, otherwise your application may
not be considered.
The following are examples of how you may address SELECTION criterion.
SELECTION CRITERIA (Example only)
Excellent written and oral communication skills
It is not sufficient just to state I have excellent communication
skills. Describe the experience you have, or the things you do
in you current job which show your communication skills. For
example, you may wish to demonstrate your skills by
describing the kinds of letters, reports or documents you
have written, or whether you have spent a lot of time dealing
face to face, or on the phone, with the general public, clients
or other government departments.
Current Driver’s Licence
If a selection criterion states that you have to have a current
driver’s licence, tell us that you have a driver’s licence, the
type of licence it is, and, for how long you have held it.

Remember you also need to address the common selection criteria as well.
It is important you are able to show an understanding of the common selection criteria as
you may be asked to demonstrate your understanding at the interview.
If it is a supervisory/managerial position you are applying for, you may be asked to
demonstrate your capacity to implement Equal Employment Opportunities (EEO),
Workplace Health and Safety (WHS), Industrial Relations, Code of Behaviour etc. For
example, you could tell us how you implemented EEO principals when you were involved in
recruiting employees / coordinating training, or supervising/managing teams.
You may have undertaken a workplace safety assessment, or written some WHS
guidelines or policies. You may have trained other employees in WHS awareness, or have
been a WHS committee member etc.
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Job Application Form
Equality of Employment Opportunity and appointment on merit is MDSI policy. Please read this
application carefully and ensure that you complete all of the sections.

Position Details
_____________________________________________________________________
Personal Details

Title

 Ms

Sex



 Mr/s

 Other
 Female

Male



Family Name
First/other Name(s)
Home Address
Postcode
Postal Address
Postcode
Phone

Work

Home

Mobile:

Qualification (if it applies)
Where qualification obtained
Driver’s License  Yes

 No

Current Employer (if applicable)
Employer Name
Public Sector Employer Yes 
Position Tittle

Status

 Full Time or  Part Time
 Casual
or  Contract
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No 

How did you find out about this position? (Please circle or highlight)
MDSI Website

Ethical Jobs

Sydney Morning Herald

NCOSS Website

Daily Telegraph Other Press/publication

MDSI Website

Internet Search or other source

Public Service Notice

Friend / Word of Mouth

Other: ___________________________

Referees:
Give details of two persons who may be contacted for further information regarding your
character and/or qualifications.
1.

Referees Name

Address

Telephone Number/s
Email Address
2.

Referees Name

Address

Telephone Number/s
Email Address
Any statement on your application found to be deliberately misleading could make you,
if employed, liable to dismissal.
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CONFIDENTIAL FOR PERSONNEL ONLY
INFORMATION RELATING TO THE PRE- PLACEMENT HEALTH
ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Macarthur Diversity Services Initiative has a “Duty of Care” responsibility to Clients, Employees,
Volunteers and Visitors. The following questions relate to this “Duty of Care” responsibility.
Medical Condition
Do you have, or have you had, any medical condition which may affect your capacity to carry out
the requirements of the position being applied for, such as diabetes, injury or psychiatric condition?
(You have a duty of disclosure to answer this question correctly, and failure to do so could negate
any application you make for workers compensation, and/or, could result in your termination for nondisclosure).

YES
If YES. Please give full details:

NO

Do you have an illegal drug dependency or related problem?
YES
NO
If YES, please give full details

Do you have a prescription drug or alcohol dependency or related problem, which will or may affect
you capacity to carry out the responsibilities of the position applied for?
YES
NO
If YES, please give full details

Criminal Record
To comply with relevant Client Contract requirements it will be necessary for all employees to
successfully obtain a clearance from an Australian Federal Police Criminal Records History Check
prior to their commencing as an employee with MDSI.
Further, it is also a condition of employment that any person during their employment with MDSI
who is charged with any criminal activity must advise MDSI of this situation within 48 hours of this
situation and stand down from duties with MDSI until the is situation is resolved through the
respective legal system.
Have you ever been convicted of any criminal offence that is not “spent”?
Yes
No
If yes, please give full details

Are you subject to any criminal charges pending before a court or is there any appeal pending
against a conviction that may have relevance to the position for which you have applied?
Yes
No
If yes, please give full details
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MDSI may ask you to attend a Health Assessment, which may include:
 Medical examination; and, or
 Functional assessment
The aim of any health assessments, is to ensure that as far as possible, you are currently
physically and psychologically capable of fulfilling the requirements of the job.
The inherent requirements of a job will typically include the following:
 Necessary tasks/functions;
 Requisite abilities/attributes;
 The specific ability to work in the community service field
 Productivity and quality considerations;
 Workplace Health & Safety considerations; and
 Client/service requirements
Information provided by you during any health assessment process that may be conducted will be
treated as confidential. The health professional(s) will provide a comment on your physical and
psychological capabilities, as they relate to the job tasks, in summary form.
During the course of the health assessment process it is very important that you answer all
questions honestly and to the best of your ability and recollection. You should also volunteer any
relevant information that you have even if it is not specifically requested of you if it affects your
ability to do the work. You should be aware that misleading, incomplete or incorrect statements or
information provided by you may threaten your appointment or continued employment.
It may be necessary during the course of any medical assessment for you to remove your clothing
but it will not be necessary for you to remove your underwear. If you have glasses, contact lenses,
prostheses, hearing or other aids you should ensure that you have them with you at the time of
assessment.
Please read the following and sign in the space provided below:


I certify, to the best of my knowledge, that the information given in the Job Application Form and all attachments
are true and correct. I understand that, if I am successful in my application, providing false information on this
form, and other documentation could negate any future application made for workers’ compensation and/or
could lead to disciplinary action up to, and including termination of employment.



I agree to MDSI’s obtaining and using any necessary personal and sensitive information disclosed in my
application and during the recruitment process, including information obtained from my nominated referees and
any stated academic institutions, to determine my suitability for the position.



I consent to undergo a National Police Criminal Records History Check, Working with Children Check, or First
Aid Training, where legislation requires to do so, or, where it is deemed necessary having regard to the position
requirements or MDSI’s duty of care to employees, volunteers and clients.



I am entitled to work in Australia, and consent to MDSI verifying my right to work with the Department of
Immigration and Citizenship, if required.



I agree to undergo any health assessment, if required. I further consent to MDSI using the information resulting
from such an assessment to determine my suitability for the position.



I understand that MDSI is subject to the relevant provision of State, Territory and Federal laws regarding the
requirement to disclose criminal records, the right not to disclose spent convictions and the laws on defamation.
I understand that all information provided by me will be treated in confidence and will not be disclosed to anyone
without the need to know the information.



I understand that MDSI will only use the information collected during the recruitment and selection process for
the purposes of that process, or a closely related secondary purpose, and that the information will not be used
for any other purpose without my consent.

Applicants Name

Signature
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Date

